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protest into formal opposition. The bishops of Nakoleia and
of other places who were the advisers of Leo III must at the
bar of history bear the responsibility for a step which was at
once natural and legitimate. The Emperor only followed
with timidity a movement which he had not initiated: he
satisfied these conscientious objectors, but that satisfaction
was but partial, and belated. It needed another quarter
of a century from the beginning of the movement before
iconoclast theory was given dogmatic statement. This
ratification legalized, one may say, an idea which since 729
had become very popular and very powerful, for it was
recommended to the masses of the people by the striking
military successes of the dynasty. The army stood almost
solid behind Constantine V, who in his own lifetime became
a legendary hero, and against the monks, the fanatical
defenders of the images. On the other hand, by their overt
resistance to the Rasileus^ certain ascetics for their part won a
popularity which was perhaps somewhat questionable. They
were in revolt, it must be remembered, not only against the
decrees of the Emperor, but also against the canons of a
council (753)? and the cruelties of Constantine V were but a
reply to a vast conspiracy hatched by these revolutionary
monks.
Byzantium was never, at any period, totalitarian. Con-
quered parties, crushed under one reign or under one
dynasty, revive and triumph under another reign, another
dynasty. It is thus that, despite the martial glory of the great
Isaurians, the religious revolution of 787 is to be explained.
The military reigns, because of the burdens which they
imposed upon the people and upon the monasteries, tradi-
tionally the foes of the imperial Treasury, always tended to
provoke serious opposition. To secure power the ambitious
Irene, widow of Leo IV, son of Constantine V, galvanized
into action the anti-Constantinian, anti-militarist, iconophil
party. In despite of the 'Old Guards' of Constantine V, in
787 she carried through the religious restoration (Second
Council of Nicaea) and 'set up' once more the images which
had for so long been proscribed. The Council took care not
to blacken the memory of the great Isaurians; on the con-
trary it proclaimed the striking merits of these triumphant

